
Recursion on Lists 
and Generics

Lecture 16

Have PollEv.com/compunc ready to go as well as your page of notes!



Upcoming Events

• "A Personal History of Computing" - Fred Brooks
• Monday, November 4th - 4pm - Nelson Mandela Auditorium - Fedex Building
• https://www.eventbrite.com/e/triangle-computer-science-distinguished-lecturer-series-dr-

fred-brooks-registration-76287677497

• What to Expect when You're Expecting (to Take COMP401)
• FB009 Monday from 6-7pm

• UNC Computer Science Advising Workshop - Ketan Meyer-Patel
• Sitterson 014 on Wednesday at 5pm

• Review Session on Recursion
• Peabody 104 on Wednesday from 6-7pm

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/triangle-computer-science-distinguished-lecturer-series-dr-fred-brooks-registration-76287677497


Does a List include a specific value? true/false

• How can we write a function that, given a list of any length and a search value, 
we can check to see if the list contains that value?

• Let's try it with pseudo-code first!

• Includes Algorithm, Given any list and a value V
1. If the List is empty, then the List does not include V, return false!
2. Else, 

1. If the first value in the List equals V, return true! – first(list)
2. Else, run the includes algorithm on the rest of the list – rest(list)

• UTA Live Demo



Follow-along: Includes Algorithm

• Let's open example 00 and write the following algorithm for the 
includes function together.

let includes = (list: Node<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else if (first(list) === search) {

return true;
} else {

return includes(rest(list), search);
}

};



let includes = (list: Node<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else if (first(list) === search) {

return true;
} else {

return includes(rest(list), search);
}

};

Rules of Recursion using Lists

1. Always 
check if list is 
empty! This is 
the base case.

2. Make the recursive call 
with the rest of the list.



includes(                          , "Carol")"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

includes(                 , "Carol")"Carol""Roy"

includes(          , "Carol")"Carol"

true

Tracing includes

let includes = (list: Node<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else if (first(list) === search) {

return true;
} else {

return includes(rest(list), search);
}

};
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Tracing includes

let includes = (list: Node<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else if (first(list) === search) {

return true;
} else {

return includes(rest(list), search);
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};



Building Lists Recursively

• Previously, our recursive functions took a list as a parameter and then 
recursively computed a single value

• Can we write a function that takes a List as a parameter and then 
builds and returns another List?

• To build a List, we'll process the first value of the List and cons it onto 
the result of processing the rest of the list recursively

• So far, our recursive functions have processed the first value of a List
• Now we'll use the cons function to add a value on to the front of a new List



Follow-along: Acronymify Algorithm

• Let's open example 01 and write the following algorithm for the 
includes function together.

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

acronymify( "Michael" → "Jordan" → null );

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

acronymify( "Michael" → "Jordan" → null );

cons( "M", acronymify( "Jordan" → null ) );

To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result 
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list.

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

acronymify( "Michael" → "Jordan" → null );

cons( "M", acronymify( "Jordan" → null ) );

cons( "J", acronymify( null ) );

To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result 
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list.

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

acronymify( "Michael" → "Jordan" → null );

cons( "M", acronymify( "Jordan" → null ) );

cons( "J", acronymify( null ) );

null

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

acronymify( "Michael" → "Jordan" → null );

cons( "M", acronymify( "Jordan" → null ) );

cons( "J", null );

null

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

acronymify( "Michael" → "Jordan" → null );

cons( "M", cons( "J", null ) );

cons( "J", null );

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

cons( "M", cons( "J", null ) );

cons( "M", cons( "J", null ) );

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Tracing acronymify

cons( "M", cons( "J", null ) );

"M" → "J" → null 

let acronymify = (list: Node<string>): Node<string> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let word = first(list);
let letter = word[0];
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(list)));

}
};



Rules of Recursive Functions

1. Test for a base case (empty list)

2. Always change at least one argument when recurring (rest of list)

3. To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result 
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list



What's going on with the <type>'s

• For example:
• Each Node in a list of strings is Node<string>
• Each Node in a list of numbers is Node<number>



Generic Types

• When working with collections of data, like lists and arrays, you often 
want capabilities (functions/algorithms) that work regardless of the 
collection's data type

• i.e. does a list of strings include a specific string? does a list of numbers 
include a specific number?

• Creating a data structure class and related functions per data type 
leads to a lot of repetition in code.

• Generic types offer a solution and enable you to parameterize your 
data types at a class or function level.



Generic Classes

• When 2 classes differ only by the types of their properties you should 
use a generic class instead.

class NodeNumber {
data: number = 0;
next: NodeNumber = null;

}

class NodeString {
data: string = "";
next: NodeString = null;

}



Generic Classes
• Step 1: Designate a class as being generically typed and update any recursively 

typed properties

• Place a "diamond" <>, with a name placeholder in it like <T>, after the class name:

• You can read this as "Class Node is generic for any type T"
• The use of the capital letter T(ype),  is only a convention. We could place another 

letter, like U, or even a word here, like TYPE.

class Node<T> {
data: number = 0;
next: Node<T> = null;

}



Generic Classes have Generic Properties
• Step 2: Change the relevant properties to be generically typed.

• Once a generic class is defined, you can use concrete types such as:

• Node<number> - where T is number, thus the data property's type is number
• Node<string> - where T is string, thus the data property's type is string

• Big idea: using only one generic class definition for Node, you can work with Node objects that 
hold data of any type!

• Note: you cannot assign a non-null default value to a generic property. Think about why not.

class Node<T> {
data: T;
next: Node<T> = null;

}



Follow-Along: Define a generic Node class.

• In 02-generic-class-app.ts, let's define the following class together:

export class Node<T> {
data: T;
next: Node<T> = null;

}



Generic Classes - Constructing Objects
• Step 3: Constructing objects of generic types using concrete types.

You can use the concrete types anywhere you could otherwise use a class name. For 
example, declaring variables and constructing objects.

Note, however, the concrete types Node<string> and Node<number> are not the 
same type! For example, trying to assign a.next = b; in the code above will error. 

// Explicit Typing
let a: Node<string> = new Node<string>();
a.data = "hello, world";

// Type Inference
let b = new Node<number>();
b.data = 110;



What's different about these two functions?



Generic Functions (1 / 4)

• Do we really need to duplicate the logic of functions like includes
for every concrete type of Node?

• Good news! No, we do not thanks to generically typed functions.

• Rule of Thumb: When 2+ functions differ only in types (parameters, 
variables, return type), you can replace them with a single generic 
function.



Generic Functions (2 / 4)

• Step 1: Designate a function as a function that is "Generic for any Type"

• Place a "diamond" <>, with a name in it like <T>, before the parameter list:

• As with classes, the use of the capital letter T(ype),  is only a convention. 
Additionally, the choice of using T in the class definition and then again here 
are independent decisions. It's good style for generic functions to use the same 
generic type name conventions as the generic classes they operate on, though.

let includes = <T> (list: Node<string>, search: string): boolean => {
// ...

};



Generic Functions (3 / 4)

• Step 2: Identify the types that changed between your otherwise identical 
functions.

• Replace the types that changed with the generic type T:

• Finally, inside the function definition body, replace specific type with generic.

let includesString = (list: Node<string>, search: string): boolean => {

let includesNumber = (list: Node<string>, search: string): boolean => {

let includes = <T> (list: Node<T>, search: T): boolean => {



Generic Functions (4 / 4)

export let cons = <T> (data: T, next: Node<T>): Node<T> => {
let n = new Node<string>();
n.data = data;
n.next = next;
return n;

};

export let cons = <T> (data: T, next: Node<T>): Node<T> => {
let n = new Node<T>();
n.data = data;
n.next = next;
return n;

};

• Step 3: Inside the function definition body, replace concrete types with generic.

• The programming language will catch the type error above until corrected.



Hands-on: Making a Generic includes Function

• Open lec16 / 03-generic-functions-app.ts

1. Convert the includes function to be a generic function.
a) Add the diamond T syntax before the parameter list: let includes = <T> (...
b) Replace the specific string type with the generic type T

• string is replaced with T
• Node<string> is replaced with Node<T>

2. In the main function, change the specific calls to includesString and 
includesNumber to use the generic includes function.

3. Remove the includesString and includesNumber functions from the program.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc when your generic includes function is working





Turtle Graphics



Playing with Graphical Procedures

• Today we'll introduce a simple graphics library called Turtle Graphics
• It's a style of teaching introductory computer science that dates back to 1967!

• We have a number of procedures available to us to guide an invisible "turtle" on the 
screen who is dragging around a marker…

forward(n: number): void – Moves the turtle forward by n pixels
left(rad: number): void – Turns the turtle left by rad in radians
right(rad: number): void – Turns the turtle right by rad in radians
moveTo(x: number, y: number): void - Moves turtle to x, y coordinate

• You can import these functions by:
• import { forward, left, right, moveTo } from "introcs/turtle";



Follow-along: Draw a Square
• Open 04-square-app.ts

• Reference for the imported procedures:
• forward(n: number): void
• left(radians: number): void

1. Implement the forwardTurn function based on its 
comments. 
Hint: The left function is in terms of radians. Use 
Math.PI for a reasonably precise value of PI and the 
chart right.

2. Implement the square function based on its comment.

3. Call the square function from main with a width 
argument of 100. You should see a 100-pixel wide

Radians Chart



Follow-Along: Draw a Spiral
• Open 05-spiral-app.ts

• The logic for spiral will be defined in terms of itself!

• Draw a spiral by:
1. Moving forward by width amount
2. Turning left by 90 degrees (Math.PI / 2)
3. If the width is greater than 10, 

• then call the spiral function with an argument of
97% of the current width

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc when your spiral is spiraling out of control.



Recursive Tree Intuition

• Before we paint a happy, little tree recursively, let's explore the idea 
intuitively first…

• http://recursivedrawing.com/

• Add a branch
• Recursively add another branch angled a bit to the left and smaller
• Recursively add another branch angled a bit to the right and smaller

• Stop adding branches when the size of a branch gets too small to see

http://recursivedrawing.com/


Follow-Along: Painting a Happy, Little Tree

• The lineOut function turns the turtle by some angle and traces a line 
along a branch.

• The lineBack function turns the turtle around, traces back along the 
branch, and resets its orientation to where it began.

• To draw a branch, we'll draw a line out and a line back.
• The recursive branches will happen between the line out and the line back.


